Abstract-Estimating the noise parameter in magnitude magnetic resonance (MR) images is important in a wide range of applications. We propose an automatic noise estimation method that does not rely on a substantial proportion of voxels being from the background. Specifically, we model the magnitude of the observed signal as a mixture of Rice distributions with common noise parameter. The expectation-maximization (EM) algorithm is used to estimate all parameters, including the common noise parameter. The algorithm needs initializing values for which we provide some strategies that work well. The number of components in the mixture model also needs to be estimated en route to noise estimation and we provide a novel approach to doing so. Our methodology performs very well on a range of simulation experiments and physical phantom data. Finally, the methodology is demonstrated on four clinical datasets. 
I. INTRODUCTION

M
AGNETIC RESONANCE (MR) imaging data are very often magnitudes of noise-contaminated complex-valued realizations that are typically well-modeled by the complex Gaussian density [1] . Consequently, the magnitude MR signal at a foreground voxel is Rice-distributed [2] , [3] with density (1) where is the underlying true magnitude MR signal, is the noise parameter and is the modified Bessel function of the first kind of zeroth order. The true signal at a voxel is determined via the Bloch equation by its underlying physical characteristics [4] . Actually, the Rice distribution is not limited to conventional magnitude MR images, but also arises in MR angiography (MRA) as shown in Andersen and Krisch [5] .
As mentioned earlier, the complex data are well-described by a Gaussian distribution [6] . It is the homogeneous standard deviation (SD) of these complex Gaussian densities which translates to the noise parameter of the Rice distribution. The parameter quantifies the degradation in the MR signal which is disturbed by random noisefromavarietyofsourcessuchasvariationwithinthe magnetic field [7] or random currents in the system under study, or from within the MRI apparatus itself [8] , [9] . It is of intrinsic interest to estimate in order to judge the quality of acquired images and the imaging setup [10] . Availability of good-quality estimates for could potentially help in improving the design of scanners and improve the signal-tonoise ratio (SNR), allowing for shorter image acquisition times and higher contrasts and resolutions [11] . The noise parameter is also important as an input to applications, such as finding contours of the brain [12] , in synthetic MRI [13] , and in image registration [14] , segmentation [15] or restoration [16] algorithms. For more examples, please refer to [17] or [18] .
Sijbers et al. [18] also provide an useful taxonomy of techniques for estimating : those based on multiple images and those based on a single image. Estimation in the first case is addressed in [19] , which uses the second moment of the Rician distribution. Two geometrically registered images are averaged in -space. Let be the spatial average of the corresponding squared magnitude image. Also, let be the spatial average of one of the squared magnitude images corresponding to the original -space images. Then provides an unbiased estimator for . This technique has the advantage of being fully automatic and of gaining precision by using all the data. It is also insensitive to structural errors such as image artifacts [20] , but it requires -space as well as magnitude image data.
At the other end of the spectrum are the single image techniques, many of which are based upon thresholding a histogram of the magnitude image data into background voxels. Essentially these algorithms try to identify the portion of the histogram attributable to background. These background observations can be modeled by a Rayleigh distribution with noise parameter . The higher the magnitude of the underlying signal, the more the distribution of the corresponding data is shifted to the right. Hence, the background data are concentrated in the left-most bins of a histogram. An automated algorithm, provided in [18] selects the number of bins from the left based on a criterion balancing bias and variance and then performs maximum likelihood (ML) estimation for assuming the Rayleigh distribution.
The histogram-based algorithm in [18] relies on estimating from the background, using the Rayleigh distributional assumption of the voxels, and may be inapplicable in images with little or no background. An alternative, which we propose in Section II of this paper, is to fit Rician mixtures to the distribution of observed magnitude at each voxel, and then to estimate using ML estimation. An estimate of the variance of provides us with an indication of the stability of our estimate, which we use to select the number of components. Our algorithm estimates both and signal levels simultaneously and does not require large areas of background to operate. Results on a detailed series of experiments on computer-generated and phantom datasets performed to evaluate our algorithm 0278-0062/$26.00 © 2009 IEEE are reported in Section III. We demonstrate application of our methodology on four clinical datasets in Section IV. The paper concludes with some discussion in Section V.
II. THEORY AND METHODS
A. Distribution
Let be the observed magnitude data at the th voxel, , where is the total number of voxels in the image cube. We postulate that each is independently distributed according to the mixture distribution (2) where is the proportion of voxels with underlying signal and common noise parameter . We assume that for , while . In case , the th component density is the Rayleigh density given by . (In a slight abuse of notation, we will continue, for the sake of convenience, to refer to (2) as a mixture of Ricians, even though one of the components may be Rayleigh-distributed.) Further, all s are distinct. One physical interpretation of the mixture model (2) is that there are (unknown) types of tissue (or material) underlying the image and that every voxel has probability of belonging to the th type. However, we specifically note that our model is far more general with no restriction on the either the nature or the number of different kinds of tissue or material types or subtypes (called components) in the image. We only specify that the observed intensity at a voxel is a composition of the (unobservable) intensity values of these underlying components. Our focus in this paper is exclusively on the estimation of given but , s and the number of components are unknown nuisance parameters and may need to be estimated in the process. We develop two approaches to estimating in Section II-C, assuming that it is given in the discussion in the next section.
B. Parameter Estimation Using the EM Algorithm
Let be the full set of parameters, assuming fixed. Chung and Noble [21] have investigated the fitting of a two-component mixture of a Rice and uniform distribution via ML in the context of 3-D vessel segmentation of time-of-flight and phase contrast MRA images. Their model had three parameters estimated via a modified expectation-maximization (EM) approach. For the general setting (2), direct parameter estimation can be computationally intractable even for small . An elegant solution is provided by the EM algorithm [22] which augments the observed magnitude data with unobserved labels that correspond to each of the mixture components.
s are indicator variables, with indicating that the th observation has true signal . Then and together form the complete data, with complete log likelihood (3) In the absence of , we replace the terms involving in (3) by their conditional expectations given at the current iterates for the parameter values. This forms the E-Step of the algorithm. Specifically, letting be the parameter estimates at the th iteration of the EM algorithm, we note that from (3), it is enough to calculate to obtain . Also, conditional on , has a multinomial distribution with th cell probability proportional to . Thus, writing as yields in the E-step
Parameter values maximizing this expected log-likelihood given and current parameter iterates are obtained in the M-step. Note that the M-step provides analytical expressions for the updated mixing proportions:
. But unlike for Gaussian mixture components [23] , s and need to be found by numerical optimization. For this, we use L-BFGS-B [24] , a quasi-Newton method capable of handling bounds, which in our case is that all parameters are positive. We need to calculate the gradient vector with components given by where is the modified Bessel function at of the first kind of first order. and are both efficiently obtained via their polynomial approximations [25, p. 378] ). Also, is not a free parameter given the other s and does not appear in the gradient vector. There are general concerns [26] about L-BFGS-B with regard to accuracy and slow convergence which however did not bear out in our simulation experiments. Indeed, we noted very substantial improvements in both speed and accuracy in using this over the method of [27] . Thus we advocate using L-BFGS-B in our M-step.
In our implementation, we address separately the cases for when is positive or zero. Implementation for both cases is similar: when , it is exactly as above, while for , we have a mixture of one Rayleigh and
Rice and distributions, all with common noise parameter . Hence, there are parameters to be estimated: these are the free components in each of , and . Parameter estimation proceeds similarly as before, with the additional restriction that . Once the EM-converged estimates are obtained, the likelihood of (2) is evaluated separately for the cases and : the case with the higher value, along with the corresponding parameters , are the parameter MLEs for given . For that , , also denoted as , is the MLE of the noise parameter of the image.
1) Initialization:
The EM algorithm, being iterative, requires initialization, which can tremendously impact performance. Common initialization methods include randomly chosen starting values or using hierarchical clustering to obtain groupings from which initializing parameters are estimated. However, they can perform poorly in many situations-see, e.g., [28] which suggested using a multistaged deterministic initializer that finds a large number of local modes and chooses representatives from the most widely-separated ones. Though this algorithm was seen to be quite competitive for Gaussian mixtures [28] , there was no uniformly clear winner for all cases. Therefore, we adopt a hybrid approach, adapting [28] but also using a more expensive hierarchical scheme when there is evidence of failure to find a true global maximum.
First, we describe the adaptation of the initializer in [28] to (2) for given and . We propose the following steps.
1) Our first objective is to find a large number ( , say) of local modes. To do so, we choose evenly-spaced quantiles between zero (which corresponds to a representative of the minimum value) and the maximum. We now find local modes of the sample, using a computationally efficient implementation [29] of the -means algorithm, initialized with these quantiles. 2) Our next objective is to obtain a representative from each of the most widely-separated of the modes obtained from Step 1. To do so, we apply hierarchical clustering with single linkage to these modes, applying a cut with clusters. Each of the local modes are then classified into one of groups according to this cut. 3) Using the classification thus derived, we set to be the mean of the modes assigned to class . To arrive at initial values for the clustering probabilities , we assign each observation to the closest and equate to the proportion of observations in the th class. Finally, is chosen to maximize the likelihood given these initializing s and s. Parameter values thus obtained are candidate initializers for the EM algorithm. Comments: A few comments are in order. The first pertains to the choice of . Obviously but . Our experiments did not find a set recipe for choosing that worked well in all situations, so we propose running the initializer with several values of and then selecting the parameters yielding the highest likelihood from among the resulting candidate initializers. In our experiments, we used from the set . While the exact choice of this set was heuristic, the rather large number of candidate s allows for a greater potential of hitting many local optima and, potentially therefore, the true maxima in Step 3. Finally, for the constrained case , we modify Step 2 to also include zero and the hierarchical clustering is performed on the local modes arising from Step 1 and zero. The -component Rice mixture has two more free parameters than the -component Rice mixture, so necessarily has a maximized likelihood value not smaller than the latter. If our estimates do not satisfy this, we get evidence of poor initialization for the -component model. In such a case, we also try a new set of initial values derived from an expensive hierarchical partitioning approach. Specifically, we obtain a partitioning of the dataset using the parameter estimates for the -component model and classifying each to the class with largest , but also ensuring that each class is nonempty. This produces intervals of points for each class. We then consider splitting one of the intervals with multiple observations into two partitions using one of the observations as a new endpoint of an additional partition. Thus we get a new partition into groups. Let and , be the mean and proportion of observations in the th group respectively, and choose to maximize the likelihood given these new 's and 's. Thus we get a set of potential parameter initializers. Repeating the process for each split gives us several candidate initial values, from which the best (in terms of highest likelihood) is chosen as the final initializer.
2) Variance of the Estimate: A major attraction of likelihood-based parameter estimation methods is the ability to obtain variance estimates. For EM-estimated parameters, Louis [30] provided a convenient approach to calculating the observed information . Thus which can be inverted to form the variance-covariance matrix of . The gradient vector is provided in Section II-B so we now only provide the components of the Hessian needed for obtaining where . Elements of not specified above are equal to zero. Note that these partial derivatives do not present a substantially additional burden, many of them already having been calculated in the M-Step of Section II-B.
C. Choosing the Number of Components
Choosing the number of components in finite mixture models or clustering is a long-standing issue with numerous proposed approaches. We refer to [23] , [31] for a detailed review of many methods and references on this topic. The most popular approach is, perhaps, the Bayes information criterion (BIC) [32] which essentially finds the optimal number of groups (from a range ) minimizing the negative log likelihood of the -component model augmented by adding a penalty that is equal to times the logarithm of the number of parameters in that model. The estimate for in the -component mixture model is what we henceforth refer to as our BIC-estimate of .
We also propose an alternative approach based on the standard error . The basic idea here is that as increases, the model is more adequately specified, decreasing the uncertainty in the parameter estimate. Beyond the true , however, there is again more uncertainty in because (at least some of the) new allocations in the E-step are assigned in error. Thus, once the model has been adequately specified, the will again grow for larger than the true value. Our suggestion therefore, is to look for the first after which rises. We call this the variance approach to estimating and the corresponding as our variability-based estimate. An advantage of this approach is that it does not need a pre-specified maximum value for the range of the s. Another advantage is that it takes into account the variability in the parameter estimates in determining .
D. Sampling From the Image Cube
The EM algorithm converges slowly (but surely) and may not be feasible to apply to the entire dataset. Our objective here is simply to obtain an estimate of : thus, we propose taking a random sample of voxels. However, we do so by enumerating all the possible -offset coarse sub-grids of the image cube and randomly selecting one of these sub-grids. Formally, define as the voxel coordinates in the original grid of voxels. Then an -offset coarse sub-grid is given by , where , , are integers in and where represents the largest integer . We propose choosing , and independently at random from to draw a sub-grid, which we use to estimate using our algorithm. Note that we propose selecting a random sub-grid here instead of a simple random sample of voxels from the entire image cube in order to reduce dependencies that are often introduced along with registration and preprocessing of images.
III. EXPERIMENTS
The performance of our proposed algorithm was evaluated on a number of realistic computer-generated phantom datasets obtained with known values of . We examined performance of our algorithm in obtaining both the BIC-estimated and variability-based-estimated . For each dataset, we compared performance with the automatic histogram-based method of [18] using the (default) unit histogram bin width. We also evaluated performance in estimating for a twelve-channel 2-D physical phantom dataset for which we also stored the complex -space data. We were thus able to obtain "true" s from the background voxels of the complex images-these values formed the "ground truth" for our experiments.
A. Experiments on Computer-Simulated Phantom Datasets 1) Experimental Setup:
For the phantom, we used the Brainweb interface of [33] with three different proportions of intensity nonuniformity (INU) values to obtain a noiseless version of the ground truth. The INU proportions were set to be at 0%, 20%, and 40%, corresponding to the presence of no, modest and substantial bias field in the imaging setup. The noiseless Brainweb image cube was of dimension 181 217 181. We trimmed this image down to 180 216 180 voxels by dropping all voxels with the last index in any dimension. This trimming allowed for uniform sampling over grids with an offset of pixel coordinates between voxels in each dimension for the BIC-and variability-based estimation methods. Thus, our sample size was reduced to 4050 well-separated voxels for these two methods. Fig. 1 shows axial, coronal and sagittal views of the noiseless Brainweb signal for the three different INU proportions. For the background voxels, we generated independent realizations from the Rayleigh distribution with noise parameter . For all other voxels, we generated independent realizations from the Rice distribution with mean given by the true signal at the voxel and the noise parameter . We performed experiments with equal to be 5, 10, 30, and 50. These -values corresponded to average signal-to-noise ratios (SNR) of 5.33, 2.66, 0.89, and 0.53, respectively. Thus the noise ranged from the modest to the very substantial. The dataset obtained from each simulation experiment was used to obtain BIC-, variability-, and histogram-based [18] estimates of . We now report performance evaluations for each of these experiments. Performance was evaluated in terms of relative absolute error, i.e., the difference between the absolute value of the estimated and the true value . Formally, this is given by . For each setting, we replicated 50 simulated datasets in order to account for simulation variability in our evaluations.
2) Results: Fig. 2 provides a graphical display of the distribution of the relative absolute errors in estimating using each of the three methods. Descriptive quantitative summaries for these absolute relative errors vis-a-vis estimation method and field INU proportions are provided in Table I . We also ranked each of the estimates provided by the three methods in terms of their closeness to the true . The average rank for each estimation method over the 50 replications for each INU setting and true value of is also reported in Table I . From the figures and the table, it appears that the BIC-based and the variability-based estimation methods both performed better than the histogram-based method for smaller values of . Indeed, for , our variability-based method always outperformed the histogram-based method. For other values of , performance was also generally better, except in a few cases. The frequency of these few cases increased with increasing . The BIC-based method also performed better than the histogram-based method for , except in a few cases when no bias field was present. Performance of the BIC-based method however decreased markedly with increasing : for , it was at least moderately worse than the histogram-based estimate. The latter appears positively-biased: indeed we overestimated for all 600 experiments performed over the 12 -INU combination settings. This positive bias is not surprising since the estimator is based on first automatically identifying the set of background voxels and then calculating the estimator from this set assuming that all observations in it are Rayleigh-distributed. The method in [18] is built on the observed intensity of the voxel only and does not use any spatial information: thus any falsely-identified background voxel would have a positive true signal, biasing upwards. In summary, however, the overall performance of the variability-based estimator was very competitive. Fig. 2 also suggests that there are a few outlying cases where the variability-based estimation method produced substantially high absolute relative errors. An inspection of the cases revealed that there are the cases where was grossly underestimated. Further analysis revealed that this was a consequence of being overestimated, with corresponding negatively-biased s. These experiments suggest a need for better ways of estimating . Nevertheless the variability-based estimates of performed admirably, generally outperforming both the BIC-and the histogram-based methods. We now investigate performance on a 2-D physical phantom.
B. Performance on Physical Phantom Data 1) Experimental Setup:
Our next set of evaluations was on a 2-D physical phantom scanned in a Siemens 3T Magnetom Trio Scanner using a 12-channel head array coil. A gradient echo (GRE) sequence with parameters: echo time (TE) of 10 ms, relaxation time (TR) 180 ms and flip angle of was used in this study. The field-of-view (FOV) of the scanned phantom 256 mm 256 mm and the images were acquired at a resolution of 1 mm 1 mm. Fig. 3 displays the acquired magnitude images for the twelve channels. The complex components of the Fourier-reconstructed -space data were also stored and available. Background regions were carefully drawn by visual inspection on these complex phantom datasets and was estimated for each channel. These twelve s formed the "ground truth" for this experiment. Finally, we used an offset of for the BIC-and variability-based estimation methods, reducing the sample size considered for these two methods to pixels.
2) Results: Fig. 4 provides a plot of the noise parameter estimates obtained using the three methods for each of the 12 channels of the physical phantom data. The BIC-and variabilitybased estimates are closer to the "ground truth" than the histogram-based estimates in all but one case. The mean and median absolute relative errors, calculated over the twelve channels were 0.112 and 0.090 for the variability-based method, 0.165 and 0.119 for the BIC-based method and 0.406 and 0.480 for the histogram-based method. Thus, the results on performance of the three methods on the physical phantom data are in broad agreement with those in Section III-A. Once again, the variability-based method mostly outperformed the histogram-based method. It also moderately outperformed the BIC-based estimation method.
In this section, we have demonstrated excellent performance of the suggested estimation methodology on both computergenerated and physical phantom data. We now apply it to four 3-D clinical datasets.
IV. APPLICATION TO CLINICAL DATASETS
A. Description of Datasets
We also report results on applying our noise parameter estimation methodology to four clinical datasets. The first three magnitude MR datasets were obtained on a healthy normal male volunteer using a spin-echo imaging sequence on a GE 1.5T Signa scanner. Proton-density -weighted, -weighted and -weighted images were obtained at a resolution of 1.15 mm 1.15 mm 7.25 mm in a FOV set to be 294 mm 294 mm 145 mm. Three views of each of these images are presented in Fig. 5 . For each of these datasets, we also stored the complex-valued images. Once again, background regions were carefully drawn by an expert and the "ground truth" calculated as the SD of the complex-valued observations at these background voxels. Our fourth clinical dataset, presented in Fig. 6 , was on a MR breast scan on a female with suspected malignant lesion. The dataset was obtained on the same Siemens 3T scanner as the phantom, and had TE/TR/flip angle settings of . The FOV was 400 mm 400 mm 220 mm and the image was acquired at a resolution of 0.8929 mm 0.8929 mm 1.25 mm. A 187.5 mm 117.8 mm 220 mm was cropped to exclude large nonbreast regions of chest, air and so on, resulting in an image containing 210 132 176 voxels. Thus, there are few background voxels for this image, thus the histogram-based method may not be particularly applicable. We also do not have access to the complex-valued data at each voxel and thus there is no gold standard for comparisons in this case.
B. Results
Table II summarizes estimates obtained using the three methods for estimating . For the -weighted MR dataset, it appears that all three methods for estimating did not perform particularly well. Our variability-based estimator proved a little better than the BIC-based estimator, overestimating by 36.5% as opposed to 46.4% for the BIC-estimator. Performance of the histogram-based estimator was particularly poor: it overestimated by over 228%. For the -weighted image, the variability-based estimator overestimated by about 7.9%, while the BIC-based and histogram-based estimators had errors of over 59.4% and 136%, respectively. Each of the three estimators had their best performance on the -weighted image, but even here, the histogram-based estimator overestimated by about 52.7%. Both the BIC-and variability-based estimators performed very well, reporting relative errors of under 0.5%. Finally, both the BIC-and variability-based methods estimated to be 8.005 for the breast image, while the histogram-based method estimated to be 13.366. As mentioned earlier, there is no "ground truth" estimate available here, but the results of the simulation and phantom experiments and the smaller proportion of background voxels in the image provide us with greater assurance on our the variability-and BIC-based estimates.
In this section, we have demonstrated application of our -estimation methodology to four 3-D clinical datasets. Our estimates were the closest to the "ground truth" values when the latter was available, thus providing a measure of surety in the applicability of our methodology to clinical settings.
V. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we provide an automated method for estimating the noise parameter in magnitude MR images that is applicable irrespective of whether there is a substantial number of background voxels in the image. Specifically, we model the observed voxel image intensities as a mixture of an unknown number of Rician distributions with common noise parameter . For given , we use EM to estimate all the parameters in the model given initializing values, strategies to choose which are also provided. In addition to using BIC to estimate , we also propose a variability-based approach based on the noise in the estimated . Given EM's computational limitations, we propose choosing at random a coarse sub-grid of the image cube. The EM algorithm is applied to this reduced set of voxels and thus becomes practical to implement. In doing so, we also minimize the effect of local dependencies between observed voxel intensities that may potentially arise in the image as a result of postprocessing and image registration. Our methodology supplements the automated histogram estimation method of [18] which relies on identifying background voxels and then using the Rayleigh distribution assumption on these background voxels in order to estimate . We report performance on experiments on simulated and physical phantom data, the former in fields with different proportions of bias. Our suggested methodology generally outperformed the others in our experiments, providing evidence of its utility in automatically estimating , especially when the presence of large numbers of background voxels is not assured. We also successfully demonstrated application of our methodology to four clinical datasets.
A few points need to be made in this context. First, we note that our algorithm is very computer-intensive with calculations for each taking as much time as the algorithm in [18] . However, the entire procedure can be parallelized. Further, while not implemented here, the EM algorithm can be substantially sped up using acceleration methods as in [30] . While also not pursued in this paper, we note that the estimates of the signal and associated clustering probabilities provide the ingredients for a segmentation algorithm. The estimation of which, although a nuisance parameter, plays an important role in estimating . Our experiments indicate that a better choice of may further improve estimates of . One concern with the suggested variability-based approach to estimating is that it relies entirely on the variability in . A more comprehensive approach involving not just , but also the other parameters ( and ) may possibly help in improving the estimation. Another issue pertains to smoothing and dependent data. We have tried to address this concern by sampling from a sub-grid with offset (chosen to be 12 in our simulation experiments). It may be possible to explicitly include the dependence structure in our estimation. This is especially true in the context of image segmentation, where the goal is to classify every voxel, unlike the estimation of one parameter , so that a coarser sub-grid may not be possible. Thus, while a promising automated method for noise estimation in magnitude MR images has been developed, a few issues meriting further attention remain.
